Enterprise IT & Security
IT and security organizations develop, manage and secure the infrastructure, systems,
and applications that power global enterprises. Successful businesses typically boast
best in class IT and security teams, and vice versa. These organizations are facing new
challenges as the business environment becomes increasingly competitive and
complex. Evolving technologies, constant cyber threats, proprietary solutions, vendor
management, system integrations, and ongoing budget constraints can all threaten
the effectiveness of IT and security teams.
A critical success factor for IT and security organizations is effective communications, which enable quick
decision making and operational efficiency regardless of location or time of day. The mobile channel offers
compelling, new communication and operational solutions for IT and security groups. New mobile
messaging platforms available today facilitate intelligent and fast interactions between systems and
personnel, providing actionable information via a mobile device.

Why Mobile
Research shows that over 90% of text messages are read within three minutes of receipt, making mobile
the most ubiquitous and effective communication channel for delivering mission-critical information. A
2013 survey by market research firm Forrester found that 86% of enterprise decision makers plan to use
SMS in their business operations in 2014— the highest rate of any mobile technology across businesses
worldwide.
With mobile messaging, you can solve for a variety of IT and security use cases that help ensure business
continuity, improve IT and support management, and provide security, authentication and fraud protection.
Business Continuity
 Automated Incident management
 Network and system outage alerts
 Emergency notifications (One-way and Two-way)
IT & Support Management
 Ticket life-cycle management: awareness,
ownership, updates, conditional escalation, and
closure
 Staff appointment reminders, shift and on-call
change notification, personnel scheduling and
shift exchanges
 System health notifications
 IT surveys and feedback
Security, Authentication and Fraud Protection
 Compliance automation and notification
 Two-factor authentication (2FA)
 Password change reminders and reset
 Fraud alerts

SECURITY SOLUTION:
Two-Factor Authentication
Henry needs to enroll in several benefit
programs. From home he accesses the
company HR site, and the first task he’s
prompted to do is create a user account.
The account setup page explains that
Henry needs to do three things. First he
needs to enter a difficult-to-guess
username and password and his mobile
phone number. After Henry submits his
information, his employer sends a PIN to
his mobile phone, and he needs to enter
the PIN in order to proceed. Henry also
has the option to request a PIN each time
he accesses the site, which he does
because it gives him added assurance
that his personal information is secure.

IT/SUPPORT SOLUTION: Ticket and Escalation Notifications
Communicating efficiently with the right visibility across the IT organization is critical for success. A network or
system glitch or outage can impact your service level agreements, putting your reputation and customer
relationship at risk. With mobile notifications you can easily alert the right staff and automatically escalate to
gain additional support or management visibility when needed.

Single-Purpose Solution Versus Mobile Engagement Platform
An important decision for any enterprise is whether to let line-of-business and functional owners source their
own single-purpose mobile engagement solutions, or to take a more strategic approach and implement a
mobile engagement platform that supports numerous use cases across the entire organization. There are many
benefits of implementing a mobile engagement platform that supports service customization, including:
•
•
•
•
•

Low overhead and cost of managing fewer vendors and integrations
Consistent mobile engagement delivery
Scale across enterprise functional groups
Lower security and privacy risks
Increased cross-organization data sharing

For more information about the benefits of OpenMarket’s Mobile Engagement Platform and Global SMS
solutions, visit www.openmarket.com.

